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Intermolecular 
Forces

Chemistry 20 Unit 1  Bonding

Sep 2712:06 PM

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

Sep 271:43 PM

POS Checklist:

explain intermolecular forces, London dispersion forces, 
dipoledipole forces and hydrogen bonding

relate properties of substances (melting and boiling points, 
enthalpies of fusion and vaporization) to the predicted  
intermolecular bonding in the substance

You will...

Sep 248:10 PM

Question!

What holds atoms together?

What is a chemical bond?

Question: What holds particles 
together in solids? In liquids? In 
gasses?

Sep 2711:25 AM

Demo: 

sweaty, smelly gym shirt

Sep 248:14 PM

Intermolecular Forces

We will look at four types of intermolecular 
forces:

1. Ionic Interactions
2. DipoleDipole Forces
3. London Dispersion Forces
4. Hydrogen Bonding

forces which hold individual 
molecules together

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#
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Sep 248:39 PM

The difference between inter and intra...

Intramolecular bonds hold elements 
together in a molecule.

ex)
The two types of intramolecular bonds we have 
learned about are:

 ionic bonds (exchange of electrons)
 covalent bonds (complete or partial sharing of 
electrons)

Sep 1711:46 AM

Intermolecular bonds hold 
molecules together in solids, 
liquids and gases.

This is what we will learn about 
today.

Sep 248:20 PM

Relative Strength of Bonds
The energy needed to cause a solid to melt can be an 
indication of how strong  intermolecular bonds are.

ex. The melting point of methane (a 
molecular compound) is 182.5oC 
degrees Celsius.

The melting point of salt (an ionic 
compound) is 801oC.

Why are the melting points so different?

Sep 248:45 PM

Intermolecular Bond 1: Ionic Bonds
In ionic bonds:
 electrons are exchanged between atoms creating ions
 these ions attract one another by their opposite charge

This attraction forms an ionic compound.


Br

+

+Na Na Br

δ+ δ

Sep 248:25 PM

Just as the ions attract each other when there is only 
two of them, each sodium end of the molecule will 
attract each bromine end.

This forms the very strong crystal lattice shape.

Na Br Na Br Na Br Na Br

Br Na Br Na Br Na Br

δ+ δ δ+ δ δ+ δ

δ+ δδ+ δδ δ+ δ

Sep 2711:42 AM

Properties of Ionic Crystal Lattices:

 form set patterns
 very strong attraction b/t atoms = hard
 high melting and boiling points
 atoms can not be rearranged without 
breaking the pattern = brittle
 fracture at set angles

Salt cleaves at 90o, explaining 
why it forms cubic/rectangular 
prism like structures.
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Sep 248:56 PM

Some other 
crystal lattice 
shapes.

Sep 248:58 PM

Intermolecular Bond 2: 
Dipole Dipole Force

 a very weak "bond"
 only occurs in polar substances
 positive dipoles attract negative 
dipoles
 the more polar (i.e. greater 
difference in electronegativity) the 
stronger the force

Sep 249:08 PM

c

Any compound that is polar will have some dipole
dipole forces acting to hold it together.

ex) The compound that would exhibit dipoledipole forces 
is:

a) CO2

b) N2

c) CH3F
d) CCl4

ANS

Sep 2410:16 PM

Intermolecular Bond 3:
London Dispersion Forces

 also called Van der Waals force
 weakest force 
 exists between all molecules
 comes from creation of momentary dipoles

Br Br
Q) What holds liquid bromine 
together? Its not:
 dipoledipole forces
 ionic bonds 

Fritz 
London

Br Br

Br Br

Sep 2410:20 PM

Br Br

+

Chemists believe one of the atoms will form a 
momentary dipole of either positive or negative. 
This is caused by a subtle shift of electron density 
to one side of the molecule.

This allows the molecules to be held together in a 
weak London Force.

Sep 2410:23 PM

This will 
have a 
snowball 
effect on the 
surrounding 
molecules.

Soon, each 
molecule has 
a slight 
dipole, 
causing the 
atoms to be 
attracted to 
one another.
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Sep 2410:26 PM

The positive ends line up against the negative ends, 
and the substance is held together.

Sep 2712:41 PM

  stronger when there are more e's in the 
molecules
 stronger when molecules are closer together 
(i.e. in liquids or solids)
 supported by the Boiling Pt. Table, pg 107

Strength of LD force:

Compound (at SATP) Electrons B.P. (OC)

CH4(g)

SiH4(g)

GeH4(g)

SnH4(g)

10
18
36
54

164
112
89
52

Sep 2712:49 PM

d) C4H10  most total 
electrons = largest LD force

ex) Which compound would have the highest boiling 
point?

a) CH4

ethane
(fire in Fort. 
Sask. 2001)

methane

propane

butane

d) C4H10c) C3H8b) C2H6

ANS

Sep 2712:57 PM

ex) Which compound has the higher B.P?

Br2 or ICl?

Both have LD forces, but 
only ICl has dipoledipole 
forces.

ANS

Sep 249:18 PM

Intermolecular Bond 4: 
Hydrogen bonding

2 Conditions for HBonding
 only occurs when H is bonded to a very electronegative 
atom (F, N, or O)
 the molecule must have a lone pair on it

 a special dipoledipole bond

Sep 249:27 PM

The large difference in electronegativities between the 
hydrogen and other atom induces a strong dipole in the 
molecule.

O H

 +

The fact that the hydrogen has no electrons in its inner 
rings means that it is a "bare positive" charge. The 
hydrogen will therefore be very attracted to other 
negative dipoles.
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Sep 271:03 PM

3 Structures for Hbonding:

HF 1. HF(g)

N H 2. any molecule with an NH bond

O H 3. any molecule with an OH bond

Sep 271:08 PM

HBonding in Water

H
O

H

 water can form 2H bonds as it 
has two hydrogens and 2 lone pairs

 this, along with the fact that it is 
polar (dipoledipole bonds) and, like 
everything, has LD bonds, makes 
water a very strongly bonded 
molecule

Sep 271:23 PM

 Hbonding allows water molecules to have an 
unusually high boiling and melting point

 the hexagonal shape of ice forms because of Hbonding 
allowing ice to be less dense than water and float

Hexagonal Shape

A simular molecule, H2S, has a MP of   
82oC and a BP of 60oC.

Consequences of Hbonding in Water:

Sep 271:19 PM

 and adhesion (attraction of unlike 
molecules)

 water exhibits cohesion (attraction of like molecules)

 water has an unusually high surface tension 
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/module_viewer.php?mid=57

Jesus Lizard.avi

Sep 271:37 PM

 and capillary action

Sep 2410:14 PM

The hydrogen bonding between nitrogen and hydrogen 
allows DNA to exist in a stable form (in effect, all of 
biology is dependent on chemistry). Because the H
bonds are relatively weak, they can break and reform at 
body temperature.

http://www.visionlearning.com/library/flash_viewer.php?oid=1381&mid=57
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/module_viewer.php?mid=57
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Sep 2410:28 PM

Relative Strength of the Forces

STRONGEST

weakest

ionic bonding (crystal lattice)

hydrogen bonding

dipoledipole forces

London Dispersion Forces

Note: ALL of these 
intermolecular 
forces are MUCH 
MUCH weaker than 
intramolecular 
bonds.

Sep 2410:33 PM

HW: Practice Questions 
Page 109 #14
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